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NOTICE 

BLH makes no representation or warranties of any kind whatsoever with respect to the 

contents hereof and specifically disclaims any implied warranties or merchantability or 

fitness for any particular purpose. BLH shall not be held liable for errors contained herein 

or for incidental or consequential damages in connection with the furnishing, 

performance, or use of this publication or its contents. 

BLH reserves the right to revise this manual at any time and to make changes in the 

contents hereof without obligation to notify any person of such revision or changes. 

Call (781) 298-2216 for BLH Field Service
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SECTION 1. Introduction  

 
This technical manual describes an Allen-

Bradley Remote I/O (RIO) communication link 

between a BLH DXp-15 weight transmitter and an 

Allen-Bradley PLC-5 (Figure 1-1). This interface 

method uses technologies licensed by BLH from 

Allen-Bradley. Functionally this digital 

communication method provides a simple 

method of transferring various types of weight 

data, status, and diagnostic information as well 

as the retrieval and download of calibration, filter 

and other set-up parameters. 

 
1.1 RIO OVERVIEW 

The Allen-Bradley Remote I/O (RIO) interface is 

a communications link that supports remote, 

time critical I/O control communications between 

a master processor and a remote I/O slave. It is 

typically used to transfer I/O bit images between 

the master and slave. The DXp-15 represents a 

quarter (1/4) Rack of discrete I/O with 32 bits of 

input and output image files to the scanning 

PLC. All weight data and status information uses 

discrete reads and writes to communicate scale 

information to the PLC in the shortest time 

possible. Discrete transfers are also used to 

upload and download non-time critical information 

such as calibration and lower priority diagnostic 

data. 

 
1.2 THE DXp-15 WEIGHT 

TRANSMITTER 

The DXp-15 is a high performance weight 

transmitter with features that make it suitable for 

both inventory and process weighing 

applications. The transmitter includes an integral 

analog summing circuit for up to four load cells, 

microprocessor based electronics to digitize the 

load cell signals, and a serial RS-485 or Allen-

Bradley Remote I/O communication port. For field 

mount applications, standard units are housed in a 

NEMA 4 epoxy painted steel enclosure.  

Optionally the DXp-15 is available with a 

Dynamic Digital Filtering feature which makes it 

possible to accurately weigh and control severely 

agitated process vessels. Units also are 

available with Factory Mutual Approval for 

installation in a Class I, II, III Division 2 hazardous 

locations. 

Set-up and calibration is accomplished using a 

series of internal switches. In operation it 

provides up to 50,000 counts of weight 

resolution at an update rate of 50 msec. 

1.3 ALLEN-BRADLEY PLC-5 
PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLER 

The Allen Bradley PLC-5 series of mid-size 

programmable controllers are used as part of 

distributed process automation architecture. A 

variety of 1771 series racks and I/O modules are 

available for local or remote discrete and analog 

process control. The PLC-5 can digitally 

communicate to other devices using a conven-

tional RS 232 or 423 serial port in addition to 

special interface ports such as Data Highway 

Plus Scanner Communications and Remote I/O 

Adapter. 

 

 
 

Figure 1-1. Allen-Bradley Remote I/O Network Interface 
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1.4 FIELD ENGINEERING 

Improper installation or operation may result in 

module, vessel, or factory damage. Please 

follow instructions carefully. BLH will not accept 

any liability for faulty installation and/or misuse 

of this product. Authorized BLH Field Service 

Engineers are available around the world to 

install DXp-15 transmitters and/or train factory 

personnel to do so. The field service department 

at BLH is the most important toot to assure the 

best performance from your application. Field 

service phone numbers are listed below. 

Notice: BLH makes no representation or war-

ranties of any kind whatsoever with respect 

to the contents hereof and specifically 

disclaims any implied warranties or 

merchantability or fitness for any particular 

purpose. BLH shall not be held liable for errors 

contained herein or for incidental or conse-

quential damages in connection with the 

furnishing, performance, or use of this 

publication or its contents. 

BLH reserves the right to revise this manual at 

any time and to make changes in the contents 

hereof without obligation to notify any person of 

such revision or changes.

 

Field Service Phone Numbers 

Call (Factory Number)  

(781) 298-2200  

Ask for Field Service 

Canada  

(416) 251-2554
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SECTION 2. The Remote I/O Interface 

 
2.1 OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW 

The Allen-Bradley Remote I/O (RIO) interface is 

standard on many PLC-2, 3, and 5 series 

programmable logic controllers. The technology 

used in the interface and licensed by Allen-

Bradley to BLH enables the DXp-15 transmitter to 

communicate weight information to the PLC as if 

it were a 1/4 rack of discrete I/O. By using the 

standard RIO interface port and representing 

weight data as simple discrete I10, a low cost 

reliable communication link between the PLC 

and weigh system is established. Standard 

PLC ladder logic instructions convert binary 

weight data to an integer or floating point weight 

value without special software drivers and scan 

delays that occur when data block transfers are 

used. The DXp-15 also communicates status 

information, diagnostics, and calibration data to 

the PLC. 

CONFIGURATIONS: One Quarter Rack, The 

DXp-15 is configured to act as 1/4 rack of I/O using 

2 input words and 2 output words in the PLC's I/O 

image table. DXp-15 addressing supports racks 

1-8 only. Four DXp-15s constitute 1 full rack, 

each using a different starting quarter. 

Discrete-Transfer Only, All data and control is 

through discrete transfer using the PLC's I/O image 

table. Block transfer is not supported. 

Word Integrity Is Ensured. The DXp-15 will 

always transmit both input image table words 

intact. To ensure word integrity on the PLC side, 

immediate writes to the output image table should 

be written low word first. 

2.2 HARDWARE CONFIGURATION 
AND WRITING 

The communication baud rate, rack address, 

and starting quarter within the rack are all 

configured using a row of DIP switches in the 

DXp-15 (Figure 2-1). The DXp-15 is able to be 

addressed up to rack number 8. For systems that 

may require the DXp-15 to be addressed at a rack 

location higher than 8; special versions are 

available. Whenever the DIP switch settings are 

changed, the unit must be reset to allow the 

processor to read the new switch settings. 
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Baud Rates and Addressing 

Cable Lengths, Terminations, and Maximum # Of DXp-15s 

BAUD RATE MAXIMUM 
CABLE LENGTH 

TERMINATION FOR 
LAST DXP ON CABLE 

MAXIMUM DXPs 
PER SCANNER 

57.6K 10,000 FEET 150 OHMS 150 OHMS 

115.2K 5,000 FEET 150 OHMS 150 OHMS 

230.4K 2,500 FEET 82 OHMS 82 OHMS 
 

Figure 2-1. RIO Communication DIP Switch Settings 

2.3 OUTPUT IMAGE TABLE 

The PLC-5 initiates the communication 

interface by transmitting two words from the 

output image table. The first word contains an 

alarm, filter, zero, tare, or calibration value if a 

download is taking place. 

If no download is taking place, the first word is 

ignored. The second word contains the 

commands and/or data requests that the PLC-5 

expects the DXp-15 to perform. Note that bit 05 

determines whether or not a download is in 

progress. 
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Figure 2-2 The Output Image Table 

 

2.4 INPUT IMAGE TABLE 

After evaluating the contents of the output image 

table, the DXp-15 responds by transmitting two 

words to the input image table. The first word 

contains signed integer weight data. The second 

word contains the upper order data bits, system 

status, and error condition information.  
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Figure 2-3. The Input Image Table 

2.5 DIAGNOSTICS MODE 

The DXp-15 is equipped with extensive diagnostic 

capabilities that transmit fault information to the 

PLC when an error is detected. The DXp-15 will 

automatically switch from a weighing mode into the 

diagnostic transmission mode when a fault is 

detected and begin transmitting codes to the PLC 

in the format presented in Figure 2-4. When a fault 

condition is corrected, the DXp-15 automatically 

returns to the weighing mode. To clear the fault 

registers, power the unit down and then power it 

up again. 
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Input Image Buffer Contents If Word 2, Bit 6 Is Set To A '1' 

Word 1 Faults 

00  -  Power Up 
01  -  EEPROM Code Error - Default Data Loaded 
02  -  EEPROM Read Error 
03  -  EEPROM Write Error 
04  -  EEPROM Data Error - Faulted Data Replaced With Default 
05  -  Zero Cal Raw Count Checksum Error 
06  -  Zero CAI Unit Checksum Error 
07  -  Span Cal Raw Count Checksum Error 
08  -  Span Cal Unit' Checksum Error 

09  -  Zero Ref Cal Checksum Error 
10  -  Span Ref Cal Checksum Error 

11  -  Zero D/A Cal Raw Count Checksum Error 
12  -  Span D/A Cal Raw Count Checksum Error 
13  -  Zero D/A Cal Adjust Checksum Error 
14  -  Span D/A Cal Adjust Checksum Error 
15   -  Temperature Cal Ref Checks= Error 

Word 2 Faults 

00  -  Zero Temperature Ref Out Of Limits 
01  -  Span Temperature Ref Out Of Limits 
02  -  A/D in Underrange 
03  -  A/D in Overrange 

04  -  
05  -  

06  -  Fault 
07  -  Scan Acknowledge 
08  -  Tare Checksum Error 

09  -  Zero Checksum Error 

10  -  Zero Limit Checksum Error 
11  -  Averaging Checksum Error 
12  -  Digital Filter Checksum Error 

13  -  Motion Checksum Error 
14  -  Low Alarm Checksum Error 
15  -  High Alarm Checksum Error 

Figure 2-4. Fault Codes Transmitted By DXp-15 

2.6 REMOTE FILTER 
CONFIGURATION 

DXp-15 transmitters equipped with the optional 

Dynamic Digital Filter can be instructed by the 

PLC to change filter settings on-the-fly. This 

unique feature allows optimal, pre-determined 

filtering parameters to be implemented at critical 

moments during a dynamic weigh process. 
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Changing filter parameters throughout the 

process ensures data stability and maximum 

system response to actual weight changes. 

Figure 2-5 shows the filter data bit positions for 

read and write commands. Request BLH 

technical note TD-071 for a detailed description of 

Dynamic Digital Filtering. 

 

 

Figure 2-5. Filter Data Bits Selections 

2.7 CALIBRATION 

INFORMATION STORAGE 

Another powerful feature of the RIO 

interface is the ability to upload calibration data 

to the PLC for storage and possible future 

retrieval. Should the DXp-15 be damaged or 

need replacement, simply download system 

calibration data into the repaired/replaced 

unit and resume normal operation. 

The DXp-15 also uploads identity information 

such as serial number and 

software/hardware specifications. Figure 2-

6 defines the word data positions for version 

number communication. 
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NOTE: DXp-15 filter parameters are not 

retained during power-down periods. To save 

parameters, upload to PLC prior to power-

down and then download from PLC after 

power-up. 

 

Figure 2-6. Version Number Data Position
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SECTION 3. Definitions and Explanations 

 

3.1 INPUT IMAGE TABLE BIT 
DEFINITIONS 

A table is provided to explain the Input Image 

Table presented in Figure 2-3. Table 3-1 defines 

the bit structure of both input words 

 

 

. 

Table 3-1. Input Image Table Word 'Bit' Definitions 

Word 1 

 

 

BITS 0-15  WEIGH DATA 

Word 1 for both the input and output image tables is always a signed integer except for FILTER, SOFTWARE VER # , 

and FAULT data. 

Word 2 BITS 0 - 4 ABSOLUTE OVERFLOW DATA - 32768 

Word 2 bits 0-4 is absolute overflow data from word 1 used if weigh data is greater than 32,767. These 5 bits are 

combined with the word 1 integer in a floating point register by the following steps. 

1. Do a Masked move of Word 2 bits 0 -4 to an integer register. 

2. Multiply the integer register by 32768.0 and put the result in a floating point register. 

3. Negate the floating point result if the word 1 integer is negative. 

4. Add the word 1 integer to the floating point result. 

BIT 5 –MOTION 

Is set if the weigh data is in motion as determined by the motion settings. 

BIT 6 – FAULT 

Is set if there is a fault rendering weigh data incorrect. When this bit is set all other bits in word 1 & 2 are 

redefined except for SCAN ACKNOWLEDGE Word 2 bit 7. See paragraph 3.3. This bit is cleared or 

suppressed by setting the suppress/ clear fault bit in word 2 of the output image table. 

BIT 7- SCAN ACKNOWLEDGE 

This bit is a copy of the same bit in the output image table. When the D4-15 receives the output image 

table data it copies this bit to the same location in the input image table. The pic can thus know if the 

remote I/O DXp-15 has received the last write to the output image table. 
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Table 3-1 (cont.) Input Image Table Bit Definitions 

Word 2  BITS 8 - 11 (11 - 8) DATA ID (Bits presented in decimal equivalent, 0- 15) 

0. GROSS WEIGHT - Scale live gross weight 

1. NET WEIGHT. Gross weight less tare weight. The DXp-15 is tared using the tare 

command in word 2 of the output image table. 

2. ZERO CAL MVN REF - A transferable zero cal reference point. This value should be 

stored in the plc. If the DXp-15 is damaged or fails this calibration value can be 

downloaded to another DXp-15 making re-calibration unnecessary. 

3. SPAN CAL MN REF - A transferable span cal reference point This value should be 

stored in the plc. If the DXp-15 is damaged or fails this calibration value can be 

downloaded to another DXp-15 making re-calibration unnecessary. 

4. SPAN CAL UNITS - The span calibration point in engineering units. 

5. ZERO CAL. UNITS - The zero calibration point in engineering units. 

6. ZERO VALUE - The amount of weight added or subtracted from the gross weight to 

get zero. It is acquired using the zero command in word 2 of the output image table. 

7. TARE VALUE - The amount of weight added or subtracted from the gross weight to 

get net weight. It is acquired using the tare command in word 2 of the output image 

table. 

8. MVN REF -A mv/v reference value not a true mil/ output. Any DXp-15 hooked up to 

the same scale will output the same mv/v reference value at the same scale signal 

level. 

9. SPARE 

10. ZERO LIMIT -A downloaded limit to the zero command in word 2 of the output image 

table. The DXp-15 will not perform the zero command if the resulting ZERO VALUE 

(S.) will be greater than the ZERO UMIT. 

11. FILTER, MOTION - Filter and motion setup as defined in paragraph 2.6. 

12. CHECK CAL - Calibration check value. The last CHECK CAL value can always be 

recalled. See the DXp-15 operator's manual. 

13. LOW ALARM - Low alarm setting. Used to monitor low gross weight when operating 

in net mode. 

14. HIGH ALARM - High alarm setting. Used to monitor high gross weight when 

operating in net mode. 

15. SOFTWARE VER # - Resident software version number as defined in paragraph 2.7. 
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Table 3-1 (cont.) Input Image Table Bit Definitions 

Word 2 BITS 12 - 15 (15 - 12) STATUS ID (Bits presented in decimal equivalent, 0 - 15) 

NOTE: The status id with the highest binary count takes precedence. 

0. 0. NULL - Everything ok 

1. IN ANALOG CAL - The DXp-15 analog cal switch is activated. 

2. IN DIGITAL CAL - The DXp-15 digital cal switch is activated. 

3. ACQUIRING CAL DATA - Calibration data is being acquired. Input image table weigh 

data is not valid. 

4. FILTER BEING CHANGED - The DXp-15 filter is being change using the DXp-15 

filter switches. 

5. 6. LOW ALARM - DXp-15 gross weight is equal to or below low alarm setting. 

6. HIGH ALARM - DXp-15 gross weight is equal to or above high alarm setting. 

7. SPARE 

8. UNRECOGNIZED COMMAND - Word 2 output image table corrrnand not recognized 

by DXp-15. 

9. COMMAND DATA OUTSIDE UMIT - Data being download is outside limit. 

10. CAN'T TARE/ZERO - MOTION - Set for 1 second if scale is in motion and TARE or 

ZERO command is received. 

11. ZERO UMIT - Zero command would result in a zero value greater zero limit. Status 

stays set for 1 second after 

12. zero command received. 

13. CHECK CAL - DXp-15 has received a check cal command and is in check cal. 

14. SPARE 

15. SPARE  

16. SPARE 

3.2 OUTPUT IMAGE TABLE BIT 
DEFINITIONS 

Table 3-2 shows the structure and bit definition 

of each Output Image Table word. Reference 

Figure 2-2 to view word breakouts. 
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Table 3-2. Output Image Table Word/Bit Definitions 

Word 1 BITS 0 - 4 ABSOLUTE OVERFLOW DATA – 32768 

Word 1 for both the input and output image tables is always a signed integer except for 

FILTER, SOFTWARE VER # and FAULT data. Used for downloading data to DXp-15. 

 

Word 2  BITS 0 - 4 ABSOLUTE DATA - 32768 

Used for downloading data to DXp-15. Remember that bit 1 of word2 is equal to 32768 not 

65536 (See same input image table bits, see paragraph 2.4). 

 

BIT 5 – DOWNLOAD 

This bit set tells the DXp-15 that the data in word 1 & word 2 bits 0 -4 is to be downloaded 

to the value pointed to by the command in bits 12 -15 of word 2. 

 

BIT 6 SUPPRESS/CLEAR FAULT 

Setting this bit will clear most DXp-15 faults. As long as this bit is set the remaining bits in 

words 1 & 2 will be restored to their normal non-fault definition. When the bit is reset (0) 

most faults should be cleared. See paragraph 2.6. 

 

BIT 7 SCAN ACKNOWLEDGE 

This bit is set or reset by the plc to achieve data transfer synchronization between the plc's 

program scan and the remote I/O scan. When the DXp-15 receives the output image table 

data it copies this bit to the same location in the input image table. The PLC can thus know 

if the remote 110 DXp-15 has received the last write to the output image table. 

 

BITS 8-11  DATA REQUEST 
The binary sum of these bits point to the data requested by the PLC. The OXp-15 writes the 
requested data to the input image table word I and word 2 bits 0 -4. 
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Table 3-2 (cont.) Output Image Table Word/Bit Definitions 

BITS 12 - 15 (15 - 12) COMMAND (Bits presented in decimal equivalent, 0 - 15) 

The binary sum of these bits defines commands to the DXp-15. The commands are treated like a one 

shot, they are performed once when first received. When the command bit sum change the DXp-15 performs the new 

command. The commands are in two categories, downloading and non-downloading. Downloading commands require 

word 2 bit 6 to be set to 1. Non-downloading commands require word 2 bit 5 to be reset to 0. Downloading commands 

download the signed integer in word 1 plus the binary sum of bits 0 - 4 in word2 32,768. The exception to this is filter & 

motion data. 

0. NULL - no command 

1. SPARE - no command 

2. ZERO CAL MVN REF - Download cal zero. Used mainly for transferring calibration from one unit 

to another. This command is not used for initial calibration which is performed by the DXp-15 cal 

switches. See paragraph 2.7. 

3. SPAN CAL MVN REF - Download cal span. Used mainly for transferring calibration from one unit 

to another. This command is not used for initial calibration which is performed by the D4-15 cal 

switches. See paragraph 2.7. 

4. SPAN CAL UNITS - Cal span in engineering units. Once signal span has been established using 

the OXp-15 cal switches this value may be downloaded/changed at any time. Keep in mind that 

all cal data is stored in eeproms which have a limit of 100,000 write cycles. 

5. 6. ZERO CAL UNITS - Cal zero in engineering units. Once signal zero has been established 

using the DXp-15 cal switches this value may be downloaded/changed at any time. Normally this 

value is zero, however, some calibrations are performed with a known amount of product in the 

weigh vessel. That amount can be downloaded to offset zero. Again keep in mind that all cal data 

is stored in eeproms which have a limit of 100,000 write cycles. 

6. ZERO VALUE - The amount of weight added or subtracted from the gross weight to get zero. It is 

acquired using the non-downloading zero command or downloaded using this command. This 

value is stored in battery backed ram so there is no limit on the number of times the command is 

performed. 

7. TARE VALUE - The amount of weight added or subtracted from the gross weight to get net 

weight. It is acquired using the non-downloading tare command or downloaded using this 

command. This value is stored in battery backed ram so there is no limit on the number of times 

the command is performed 

8. NOT USED 

9. SPARE 

10. ZERO UMIT -A downloaded limit to the zero command. The DXp-15 will not perform the zero 

command if the resulting ZERO VALUE will be greater than the ZERO UMIT. 

11. FILTER, MOTION - Filter and motion setup as defined in paragraph 2.6. The DXp-15 stores the 

latest 256 conversions. When the filter is changed it applies real data in the calculations. For 

example if averaging is changed from 1 to 128 the last 128 conversions are used to calculate the 

result. 

12. SPARE 

13. LOW ALARM - Low alarm setting. 

14. HIGH ALARM - High alarm setting. 

15. SPARE 
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Table 3-2 (cont.) Output Image Table Word/Bit Definitions 

BITS 15 - 12 Non-Downloading commands: 

6. ZERO GROSS WEIGHT - Add to or subtract current gross weight from zero value to get output 

zero. Command will not be performed if data is in motion or greater than zero limit. 

7. TARE NET WEIGHT - Add or subtract current gross weight to get zero net weight. Command will 

not be performed if data is in motion. 

11. RESET FILTER - Restart fitter from an averaging of 1, conversion by conversion, until the current 

averaging setting is reached. For example if the filter is reset and the current setting is 8 the next 8 

weight updates will be averaged using 1 conversion then 2 conversions then 3 conversions on up 

until 8 conversions. 

12. PERFORM CHECK CAL - See definition in manual. The check cal command switches in check 

cal resistors in parallel to the input signal lines for 6 seconds. When active the check cal value can 

be monitored looking at the gross weight or check cal data. The check cal value is stored in battery 

backed ram and can be recalled at any time by requesting check cal data. 

 

3.3 FAULT BIT DEFINITIONS 

If the DXp-15 detects an error condition, it sets 

word 2, bit 6 of the input image table to a 'I' 

(reference Figure 2-3). Table 3-3 provides 

definitions for the input image table fault bits. 

To clear or suppress an error condition, the PLC 

must set word 2, bit 6 of the output image table 

to a '1' (reference Figure 2-2). 
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Table 3-3. Input Image Table Fault Bit Definitions 

WORD 1 FAULTS (Numbers represent actual bit locations, not decimal equivalents) 

00 POWER UP - set only if power up or reset. Self cleared at end of power up sequence 
01 EEPROM CODE ERROR - DEFAULT DATA LOADED - first time power up of eeprom. DXp-

15 must be manually reset. 
02 EEPROM READ ERROR - eeprom read failure, DXp-15 must be manually reset to clear 

fault and retry eeprom read. 
03 EEPROM WRITE ERROR - eeprom write failure, DX9-15 must be manually reset to clear 

fault and retry eeprom write. 
04 EEPROM DATA ERROR - Power up checksum error of calibration data. Set in conjunction 

with cal data that faulted. If analog output data is faulted default data is loaded into eeprom 
and DXp-15 must be manually reset to clear fault. With all other calibration data default 
values are loaded into ram and the fault is cleared by setting bit 6 in the output image word 
2, however, the unit must be recalibrated. If failure persists CPU pc board should be 
replaced. 

05 ZERO CAL RAW COUNT CHECKSUM ERROR - If bit 4 is not set the DXp-15 should be 
manually reset to reload zero cal from eeprorm. 

06 ZERO CAL. UNIT CHECKSUM ERROR - If bit 4 is not set the DXp-15 should be manually 
reset to reload zero cal from eeprom. 

07  SPAN CAL RAW COUNT CHECKSUM ERROR - If bit 4 is not set the DXp-15 should be 
manually reset to reload span cal from eeprom. 

08 SPAN CAL UNIT CHECKSUM ERROR - If bit 4 is not set the DXp-15 should be manually 
reset to reload span cal from eeprom. 

09 ZERO REF CAL CHECKSUM ERROR - If bit 4 is not set the DXp-15 should be manually 
reset to reload zero ref cal from eeprom. 

10 SPAN REF CAL CHECKSUM ERROR - If bit 4 is not set the DXp-15 should be manually 
reset to reload span ref cal from eeprorm. 

11 ZERO D/A CAL RAW COUNT CHECKSUM ERROR - If bit 4 is set default data has been 
loaded into eeprom and the DXp-15 should be reset manually. The d/a option will have to be 
recalibrated. 

12  SPAN D/A CAL. RAW COUNT CHECKSUM ERROR-See bit 11. 
13 ZERO D/A CAL ADJUST CHECKSUM ERROR - See bit 11. 
14  SPAN D/A CAL ADJUST CHECKSUM ERROR - See bit 11. 
16  TEMPERATURE CAL REF CHECKSUM ERROR -If bit 4 is not set the DXp-15 should be 

manually reset to reload temp cal from eeprom. 
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Table 3-3. (cont.)  Input Image Table Fault Bit Definitions 

WORD 2 FAULTS (Numbers represent actual bit locations, not decimal equivalents) 

00  ZERO TEMPERATURE REF OUT OF UMIT - Could be caused by excitation lines shorted, 
sense lines not connected (if used), ND pc board failure. 

01  SPAN TEMPERATURE REF OUT OF LIMIT - Could be caused by excitation lines shorted, 
sense lines not connected (if used), ND pc board failure. 

02  A/D IN UNDERRANGE - Input signal level too low to run ND. Self-cleared if signal level is 
corrected. 

03 AID IN OVERRANGE - Input signal level too high to run AID. Self-cleared if signal level is 
corrected. 

04  Spare 
05  Spare 
06  FAULT- Set if any of the word 1 or word 2 faults are set. Is cleared of suppressed if word 2 

bit 6 of the output 
image table is set 

07  SCAN ACKNOWLEDGE 
08  TARE CHECKSUM ERROR - If set the tare value is cleared. Can be cleared by setting word 

2 bit 6 of the output 
  image table. Error occurring during power up indicates ram battery failure. 
09  ZERO CHECKSUM ERROR - If set the zero value is cleared. See Tare checksum error, bit 

8, for error handling. 
10  ZERO LIMIT CHECKSUM ERROR - If set the zero limit value is cleared. See Tare 

checksum error, bit 8, for 
  error handling. 
11  AVERAGING CHECKSUM ERROR - If set averaging is turned off. See Tare checksum 

error, bit 8, for error handling. 
12  DIGIT FILTER CHECKSUM ERROR - If set digit filter is turned off. See Tare checksum 

error, bit 8, for error handling. 
13  M0110N CHECKSUM ERROR - If set motion is turned off. See Tare checksum error, bit 8, 

for error handling. 
14  LOW ALARM CHECKSUM ERROR - If set low alarm value is cleared. See Tare checksum 

error, bit 8, for 
  error handling. 
15  HIGH ALARM CHECKSUM ERROR - If set high alarm value is cleared. See Tare checksum 

error, bit 8, for 
  error handling. 
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SECTION 4. Sample Ladder Logic Programs 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section provides two sample programs that 

show how the Allen-Bradley PLC communicates 

with the DXp-15 through the RIO interface. 

These programs are presented as guides to 

simplify the development of customer PLC 

programs. 

4.1.1 SCALE TRAINING PROGRAM 

The first sample program, MAIN PROG', begins 

on page 4-2 and continues to page 4-13. MAIN 

PROG is a scale training program designed to 

“exercise” most of the RIO interface actions and 

responses. Each block of the program defines the 

function being performed and then shows individual 

register and bit allocations. 

4.1.2 CALIBRATION DOWNLOAD 

The second sample program, DNLD CALC, 

begins on page 4-14 and runs through page 4-

16. DNLD CALC shows how to download 

calibration information from the PLC host to a 

DXp-15 node. Calibration downloading ensures 

quick start-up when replacing a DXp-15 node, or 

on-line reconfiguration of an existing DXp-15 unit. 

4.1.3 REFERENCE TABLES 

Pages 4-17 to 4-21 provide reference tables to 

be used in conjunction with the sample programs. 

Use these tables to clarify program references. 

4.2 SAMPLE PROGRAM AVAILABILITY 

Sample programs are available on disk in either 

AB 6200 or ICOM format. Contact BLH at (781) 

298-2000 for disk copies and/or application 

assistance, if needed. 

4.2.1 SAMPLE PROGRAM DISCLAIMER 

The sample programs presented in this section 

were developed and tested by an authorized 

Allen-Bradley systems integrator for  BLH. BLH 

makes no warranty or claim that these programs 

are without faults or suitable for a particular 

purpose. Always consult the appropriate Allen-

Bradley systems programming documentation 

as the final authority on programming issues. 
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SECTION 5. Appendix: Outline and Wiring Drawings 
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